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Abstract: This paper argues that idealism can offer a new solution to the problem of relating the “static” presence of things to eternity and the “dynamic” passage of reality in the temporal realm. I first offer a presentation of this problem using the dispute between Aquinas and Scotus, then describe “ontological idealism about time,” as a smaller–scale idealism, and show how it resolves the original problem. I conclude by demonstrating that this view is consonant with the recent emphasis on the ontological dependence of things on God and that it offers a way of bringing together non–eternalist ontologies and the ontological conclusions posited by the special theory of relativity.
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1. Introduction

The aim of my paper is to revisit the debate about the relation between time and eternity as it has been formulated in Aquinas and Scotus. I argue that idealism can offer a new solution to the problem that this debate raises, namely, an apparent conflict between presentism required for becoming in the temporal realm and eternalism required for the presence of things to God (and hence omniscience) in eternity. I conclude by demonstrating that my solution is deeply consonant not only with some claims of the original medieval discussion but also with the recent focus on divine “causal knowledge” in philosophy of religion and the implications of the special theory of relativity.

2. Aquinas and Scotus

The root of the conflict between Aquinas and Scotus, which persists in different forms in contemporary analytic philosophy of religion, is roughly the following: on the one hand, the scholastics seem to assume, for the most part, what looks like a presentist ontology which says that only present events exist. (Mullins 2016, 74–86; Pasnau 2011, 389). On the other hand, they affirm that all things are somehow present to eternity where they exist “all at once,” *tota simul*, which seems to require eternalism. This is because eternalism says that past, present,
and future events exist. And these, in turn, all have to exist to satisfy the scholastic requirement for divine omniscience to include God’s knowledge of the past, present, and future.

We can begin to see this tension by closely examining Aquinas’ appeal to two famous metaphors: the first, of his own making, is that of the relation between the circumference of the circle and its centre as a tool to elucidate the relation between time and eternity. Aquinas writes:

Let us consider a determined point on the circumference of a circle. Although it is indivisible, it does not co-exist simultaneously with any other point as to position, since it is the order of position that produces the continuity of the circumference. On the other hand, the center of the circle, which is no part of the circumference, is directly opposed to any given determinate point on the circumference. Hence, whatever is found in any part of time coexists with what is eternal as being present to it, although with respect to some other time it be past or future … The divine intellect, therefore, sees in the whole of its eternity, as being present to it, whatever takes place through the whole course of time. (Aquinas 1975a, I.66.7; see also Shanley 1997, 198; de Finance 1956, 28; Stump and Kretzmann 1981, 441)

The second metaphor appealed to by Aquinas, one that he took over from Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy, is that of an observer standing on top of a mountain (Aquinas 1980, 1:Id38Q1a5; 2003, Q16a7; 1964, 4. Knowledge in God (Ia.14–18):IaQ14a13). Boethius says that God “looks forward on all things as though from the highest peak of the world.” (Boethius 1973, Book V, Prose 6, 427) Whereas humans may be likened to travellers who travel through a valley and see various sections of the road one step after another, God sees the entirety of the road from the peak of eternity, quasi ab aeternitatis specula (Aquinas 1952, Q2a12).

These two metaphors conjointly create tension. Although we may not need go as far as Brian Leftow who takes Aquinas to be something like a proto–A–theorist of time (Leftow 1990, 388), Aquinas does seem to hold a view of time that would now be most closely associated with presentism. On the other hand, however, the commitment to the “presence” (however defined) of things to eternity, elucidated by the circle metaphor from above, seems to cohere best with a tenseless theory of time (see Craig 1985, 478; Mellor 1986). We also cannot evade this problem by taking the “presence” of things merely in the epistemic sense,¹

¹ It is worth pointing out that Mullins’ insistence that “it is not clear that anyone prior to the nineteenth century actually held the view that all times are literally present to God” (Mullins 2016, 84) does not appear to be correct; one may disagree with de Finance about his ascription of the belief in “objective presence” (présence objective) of things to eternity to Aquinas, but it is difficult to not to read in this way the views that he ascribes to Peter John Olivi (de Finance 1956,
since in various places, Aquinas requires absolute, literal presence of things in eternity to uphold divine knowledge of particulars (Craig 1985, 480). Knowledge is factive—and “truth supervenes on existence.” (Johnson 2009, 439) God cannot know things that do not exist: the truthmakers for divine knowledge have to exist for that knowledge to exist too. Once again, we need not go as far as Craig to argue that Aquinas was a proto-B–theorist, but it is difficult to imagine how the presence of things in eternity squares with a presentist picture of time. One struggles to escape either of these conclusions in particular when analysing the pedagogical tools of the top of the mountain and the circumference of the circle. Observe that whereas the road that the traveller walks on may be accessible from the top of the mountain, the individual steps of the traveller are still successive (Padgett 2011, 122). Similarly, Aquinas’ metaphor of the circle relies on the circle having been drawn, not being drawn (Shanley 1997, 202)—if all of its points exist on

35). All things considered, however, the problem is not as straightforward as it might initially seem: although the rough opposition between, on the one hand, “epistemic,” or “objective” types of presence (i.e., things’ being present to God in virtue of their being known by Him, for example, in their causes or as ideas) and “real,” “physical” or “literal” presence (i.e., things being somehow coexistent with / next to / in” eternity) is clear enough, it seems much more difficult to elucidate what the more nuanced difference between “physical” (Suarez, according to de Finance), “real” (Olivi and perhaps Aquinas) and “literal” (Mullins) presence is supposed to be. This terminological conundrum is even more aggravated by the examples that Aquinas himself uses. To give just one example, in the Commentary on the Sentences (Aquinas 1980, I.1d38Q1a1), he says that divine knowledge of successive contingent things may be likened to five men who, successively, observe five contingent events. Intuitively, we should understand the presence of these individual contingent things to the five individual men as all of the above (“literal,” “objective,” “real,” “physical,” and “epistemic”). Unfortunately, our intuitions fail us when we try to picture the presence of these things once the five men’s views are “fused” to create a picture of the way that all successive things are equally “present” to God. This is also due to the fact that, if omniscience conceived in terms of perfect knowledge of causes or as ideas is unavailable to us, finding a picture of things’ “real” presence to someone’s knowledge without appealing to their usual ontological reality is rather difficult. Mullins’ claim that “[w]hen the Christian tradition says that all moments are present to God in eternity—at least with regard to God’s omniscience—it is not meant to say something about the ontology of time. Rather it is saying something about God’s mode of cognition” (Mullins 2016, 86) does not help us here. Whatever anyone meant to say is rather different from the question of what metaphysical presuppositions were required or should have been recognised as being required to say that; unless we can come up with a picture of epistemic presence that does not require something like a real or physical presence of the garden variety (without adopting the views of things known in their causes or as ideas that Aquinas rejects), Aquinas’s authentic position remains a dead-end. For a detailed discussion of the problem involved in working out what this “presence” means, see (Goris 2005, 110–11).

2 See Aquinas in Compendium Theologiae: “Even before [things] come to be, He sees them as they are actual in their existing [intuetur ea prout sunt actu in suo esse], and not only as they are future things and in their causes virtually, as we can know some future things. Contingent things, as future things existing virtually in their causes, are not determined to one thing, so that we can have certain knowledge of them. But as actual in their existing, they are now determined to one thing, and we can have certain knowledge of them.” (Aquinas 2009, I.133)
a par (as they do in a circle), then it cannot serve as a useful analogy for points of time which, at least according to medieval presentists, do not all exist on a par. And, if the circle is merely in the process of being drawn (as a schoolchild draws a circle with a compass), then they are not all “yet” present to eternity.

It is precisely the circle metaphor that forms the springboard for Scotus’ critique of the “real” or “literal” presence of things to God (de Finance 1956, 35; Scotus 1963, 4d38 part 2 and d39 Q1–5, [35]). Scotus’ point is rather simple but powerful. As Shanley summarises it: “(1) only what actually exists can be present to God and (2) only the temporal present actually exists.” (Shanley 1997, 200) Since “coexistence presupposes existence,” things cannot coexist with God in eternity if they do not yet exist or anymore exist (de Finance 1956, 36–37). This problem is particularly difficult to deal with for Aquinas since the appeal to the presence qua divine ideas is one he rejected (de Finance 1956, 37).

In short, however we try to get out of this conundrum, we seem to run into contradictions. Either we posit an eternity to which the entire temporal realm is present, which commits us to eternalism about time. Or we posit presentism, but this entails that not all things are present to eternity, which threatens divine omniscience. This conundrum is connected to another problem: how can we reconcile the human “dynamic” experience of temporal passage (and the property of “presentness” which it entails) with God’s eternal “static” relation to events?

3. Idealism

Despite the fact that many theists in the history of philosophy held an idealist position about reality (Berkeley providing the best example), contemporary analytic philosophy of religion has almost entirely neglected an exploration of idealism as a serious option for its methodology. The reason for this does not lie so much with the association of different flavours of idealism with contemporary continental philosophy of religion (see Nenon 2013), but rather with the origins of analytic philosophy as such. By the time analytic philosophy of religion took off, idealism had already been outright rejected by the early analytic

---

3 Wolter: “Scotus objects to [Aquinas’ view that the future and past is coextensive with eternity] because the future precisely qua future is non–existent now and just as God’s omnipresence does not extend to non–existent places, so neither does the ‘now’ of God’s eternity coexist with the as yet non–existent future. Scotus objects to [Bonaventure’s view that God knows the future through the ideas of creatures] because ideas are in the divine intellect prior to any creative decision on the part of his will.” (Wolter 1990, 288)

4 Though there is some evidence of renewed interest in idealism as can be seen from (Goldschmidt and Pearce 2017a; Ward 2017; Farris, Hamilton, and Spiegel 2016).

5 Hasker: “Analytic philosophy of religion was gestated in the 1940s, born in the 1950s, spent its childhood in the 1960s and its adolescence in the 1970s and early 1980s.” (Hasker 2008, 421)
philosophers, who have, in large part, defined themselves in opposition to the trend of British Idealism. This specifically historical constellation has led to a marginalisation of idealism as somewhat of a curiosity, squeezed in between materialism and dualism despite there being, in fact, no “serious reason[s] for regarding idealism as less viable than dualism or materialism.” (Goldschmidt and Pearce 2017b, ix)

Nevertheless, the tide seems to be turning—idealism, both of the Kantian, and the Berkeleyan variety, has begun to receive interest from analytic philosophers. In what follows, I will apply some tenets of idealism to the problem of time and eternity raised by Aquinas and Scotus. I will not defend idealism. I will merely want to show that if idealism (or rather, one of its varieties which I describe below) is accepted, the problem in Aquinas and Scotus can be resolved.

4. Partial Idealism

Before going further, let us start with some definitions from the article on the Stanford Encyclopedia by Guyer and Horstmann, who distinguish between two different types of idealism:

(1) “Metaphysical” or “Ontological” Idealism: “Something mental (the mind, spirit, reason, will) is the ultimate foundation of all reality, or even exhaustive of reality, ....”

(2) “Formal” or “Epistemological” Idealism: “Although the existence of something independent of the mind is conceded, everything that we can know about this mind–independent ‘reality’ is held to be so permeated by the creative, formative, or constructive activities of the mind (of some kind or other) that all claims to knowledge must be considered, in some sense to be a form of self–knowledge.” (Guyer and Horstmann 2018)

Guyer and Horstmann classify Berkeley as holding the first of these views and Kant as holding the second. For the purposes of this paper, I will leave “formal” or “epistemological” idealism aside, and stipulate that ontological idealism about time is correct.

Notice that each one of these two positions can further be refined by limiting the particular type of idealism in question to be an idealism about something, just like one can be a realist about certain aspects of reality and an idealist about others. In my case, let us limit the idealist position to time. We get:

---

6 “One might even get the impression that in contemporary scientifically–oriented philosophy idealism is no longer considered a threat. The way in which in current discussions in the philosophy of mind some idealistic conceptions under the general name of ‘panpsychism’ are taken seriously (Nagel, Chalmers) seems to be a good indicator of this tendency.” (Guyer and Horstmann 2018)
Ontological idealism about time (OIT): “Something mental (the mind, spirit, reason, will) is the ultimate foundation of time, or even exhaustive of time.”

OIT is thus a smaller–scale idealism, an idealism about a segment of reality, not about reality as a whole. Although the aim of this paper is simply to assume OIT and then see how it impacts the Aquinas–Scotus conundrum, here are at least a few reasons why one might think it is not as counter–intuitive as it may initially seem:

First, notice that at the deepest level, the mind provides us with an immediately accessible stream of mental states in which memories of past states are retained and included in those that follow; this stream of states in our mind directly accessible by phenomenology seems to instantiate temporal passage. That is, once we posit a mind, the existence of temporal passage seems inevitably to follow. Of course, this does not mean that there is temporal passage in the external world: the temporal passage in the mind might still be an illusion (see Hoerl 2014; Baron et al. 2015). But the illusion itself is temporal: “[S]ince the phenomenal is the realm of appearance, if experience seems to exhibit flow and passage, it does.” (Dainton 2000, 178)

Second, apart from giving us an immediate experience of change, the mind, in virtue of being the seat of memory, furnishes the synthesis required for the retention of past moments of time in the external world, thus providing the “glue” holding together successive temporal moments, thereby grounding the existence of temporal extension. It seems like without the human mind, reality would merely exist as a series of disconnected slices or fragments (see Fine 2005). Consider the following example by R. P. Wolff:

When I count a row of twelve stones, I look at the first one and say “one.” Then I look at the second, think of the first, and say “two” … The process is repeated up to “twelve,” at which time I am aware of myself as having performed a series of connected acts. If I merely found myself saying “twelve” after a while, or if I could recall previous utterances of “one,” etc., but didn’t recognize them as the earlier stages of a single activity whose culmination was the “twelve,” then I could not know that I had just counted twelve objects. (Wolff 1968, 116; see also Bardon 2010, 69)

Third, it does seem like the connection between the mind and time is much stronger than between the mind and other features of reality, e.g., (mind–dependent) colours or spatial extension. There seems to be something “special” about time. There is nothing obviously contradictory in conceiving a world with, say, only two dimensions, a world without colours, a world where objects have
no mass or a world with no space at all. However, even the one-dimensional character in Abbott’s Flatland still displays activities characteristically connected to time (he speaks for example) (Abbott 1884). An analogy will help to clarify this. If we replace all people in the universe with colour-blind individuals, it no longer seems to make sense to speak of colours “existing” in that universe at all. What would “exist” in that world is a “something” which, when placed in contact with a non-colour-blind human mind, becomes “colour.” Nevertheless, temporal objects (now colourless) would still continue to exist; all other familiar features of reality (objects’ mass, spatial extension, laws of nature etc.) would continue to exist. Similarly, the representations of colours, conceived by the colour-sensitive minds before their disappearance from that world, would still continue to exist (e.g., words “green,” “red” and blue would still be written on the pages of colourless books), although they would now probably make very little sense to the colour-blind individuals. By contrast, if we remove all minds simpliciter from the universe, it no longer makes sense to speak of any unified temporally extended object as “existing” in that universe. Without time-sensitive individuals, the picture of that world becomes completely incoherent; the temporal extension of objects would disappear and with them the idea of a unified “object” altogether. Reality becomes fragmented into disconnected slices.

In other words, the set of features that characterise any object (its qualia, temporal extension or location, mass, chemical composition, spatial extension or location, origin etc.) does not appear to be like a fence with wooden planks, some of which may be removed without the fence falling. It is more like a bridge; some of its parts may be removed with the bridge still standing (albeit with missing railings or unsafe for cars to drive over it). But there are some parts of it such that, when removed, they cause the bridge to fall and to stop existing qua a bridge. I have stipulated that time is one of such parts, but, naturally, there may be others. Kant certainly thought so. Of course, as I mentioned earlier, my aim here is simply to posit OIT and not provide its defence; but the reasons above should hopefully demonstrate that the view is not completely counter-intuitive.

5. Temporally Extended Reality

The previous section concluded with the observation that if we presume OIT is correct, the temporal extension of objects depends for its existence on the human mind. Or in other words, it entails that temporally extended objects should be considered as a “compound” of the ontological temporal glue provided by the synthesising mind—and of something else. In this section, I will show that this “something else” should be thought of as divinely-created timeless esse.
The central metaphysical presupposition of the entirety of Aquinas' theological system is the claim that all things are dependent for God on their being. Specifically, Aquinas argues that:

The second [way things are kept in existence] is a per se and direct way of preserving a thing in existence, insofar, namely, as the thing preserved is so dependent that without the preserver it could not exist. This is the way that all creatures need God to keep them in existence. For the esse of all creaturely beings so depends upon God that they could not continue to exist even for a moment, but would fall away into nothingness unless they were sustained in existence by his power ... (Aquinas 1975b, 14. Divine Government (Ia2ae.103–9):IaQ104a1)

For other [i.e., non-divine] agents act as existing externally: since they do not act except by moving and altering a thing qualitatively in some way with respect to its exterior, they work from without. But God acts in all things from within, because he acts by creating. Now to create is to give existence (esse) to the thing created. So since esse is innermost in each thing, God, who by acting gives esse, acts in things from within. (Aquinas 2010, Chapter 1, Lecture 5, no. 133)

I suggest that we think of divine creation in timeless terms. God provides timeless esse, which is synthesised by the human minds instantiating temporal passage. For any temporally extended object or event two things need to come together “simultaneously” (i) the creative activity of God that eternally provides individual moments of time and (ii) the human mind which synthesises these moments. It is in conformity to the human mind that the temporally extended object or event is born.

However, how should we describe the “other” part of the compound, the timeless “stuff” that originates in God? One option is to answer this question in a Kantian way. Perhaps we are completely ignorant about what it exactly is that God creates. God is the timeless ontological foundation of everything in reality and our access to everything He creates is so inescapably temporal that there is very little we can say about his creative activity itself (see for example Pieper and Wieck 1953); we are merely left with having to affirm that, once the divine creative activity has happened (e.g., once we remember having looked at the apple on the table a second ago), we recognise that it has taken place, i.e., we realise that our mind has synthesised bits of being to form a temporally continuous object that is now retained in our memory.

Although the mystery of what is happening in the present of divine creative activity is in a sense partially inaccessible to us, there are nevertheless more things we can say about the machinery of divine creation and its relation to our mind. We may describe the situation as follows: For every particular interval of
spacetime, God is recognised as being the source of its existence. This would be true even if there were no humans. However, for a set of these points to exist as an extended unified object (as opposed to being a series of disconnected fragmented positions), it needs to be synthesised by the mind. We do not perceive instants of time, only God can do this since his creative and sustaining activity extends even to subatomic particles.

6. Relative Realities

How does bifurcating bits of reality into the mind–dependent temporal extension and God–dependent timeless being resolve the problem raised at the beginning of this paper?

Let us start by recalling that the Aquinas/Scotus discussion seems to push the theist to accept two incompatible positions about temporal ontology: presentism and eternalism. Furthermore, observe that eternalism coheres quite well with the presence of all things to eternity (see Mellor 1986)—if everything exists, then all can be present to God—and has standardly been taken to be the ontological position most compatible with the special theory of relativity (see Rietdijk 1966; Putnam 1967). By contrast, presentism seems to be highly compatible with temporal passage, but incompatible both with relativity and the presence of things to eternity. Can OIT offer a way to bring these two together?

According to the special theory of relativity, simultaneity and succession cannot be extended as absolute relations throughout the universe, but may only be limited to a particular frame of reference. That is, one cannot meaningfully answer questions of the form “Is x simultaneous with y?”, but only questions of the form “Given a particular reference frame, is x simultaneous with y?” The

---

7 By way of limitation, I leave aside the questions pertaining to the problem of “empty times” and “empty spaces,” i.e., questions whether it is possible for a time or space without anything in it to exist. Aquinas argued that since time is connected to movement and movement must be created by the First Mover, time (as well as space) is only possible where some sort of creation (i.e., giving being to things) has already taken place. See for example: “[O]utside the entire universe of creatures, there is no time, time having been produced simultaneously with that universe; hence, we do not have to look for the reason why it was produced now and not before, so as to be led to concede the infinity of time; … .” (Aquinas 1975a, II.35.6) This, of course, brings us back to the Leibniz–Clarke dispute about the relationship of things to time, which I do not have space to discuss here. The potential existence of these “empty spaces” would, of course, be a problem for divine omnipresence. Space does not permit me to discuss this problem here, but two things should be said: the first is that the problem may simply be dealt with by stipulating that even an empty place has “being of some sort” and must, therefore, have been created by God. The second is that the matter cannot be resolved without a full discussion of the difference between “place” and “space” in Aquinas’ usage; the notion of “space” (locus) which Aquinas takes over from Aristotle does not map directly onto “(a bit of) space” as analytic philosophy understands it.
relativity of the ordering of events (already rather problematic for the A-theorist) poses a particular ontological problem for the presentist, which Miller summarises as follows:

[S]uppose that John and Bert co-exist, that is, each judges the other to be simultaneous with himself. Suppose that according to Bert, Mary co-exists with Bert. Suppose existence is transitive—if \( x \) co-exists with \( y \), and \( y \) co-exists with \( z \), then \( x \) co-exists with \( z \). Then it follows that John co-exists with Mary. But it is consistent with all that we have said that from John’s frame of reference, Mary does not co-exist with John but instead Mary is located earlier, or later, than John. So if John is committed to Mary’s existence, then he is committed to the existence of objects that are not, relative to his frame of reference, in the present. Since we can set up long chains of observers located in different frames of reference, we can derive the conclusion that John ought to be committed to the existence of objects he takes to be very distantly located in the past or future, and likewise for all the other observers in the chain. (Miller 2013, 352; see also Rietdijk 1966; Putnam 1967)

Contrary to the seemingly inevitable inference from relativity to eternalism implied by Miller, there is another, more exciting option, namely to frame–relativise or space–point–relativise existence. Miller briefly considers this possibility:

[I]t can be argued that what we have learned from [the] S[pecial] T[heory of] R[elativity] is that all talk should be frame–relativized, and therefore that talk of existence and co–existence ought to be frame–relativized. … The idea that existence itself is not transitive is counterintuitive. It is, after all, the idea that although \( X \) exists relative to Peter, and Peter and Bert exist relative to one another, nevertheless \( X \) does not exist relative to Bert. (Miller 2013, 354)

I consider this option regardless of its counter–intuitiveness. A full elaboration of this possibility has been provided by Dorato’s Time and Reality (Dorato 1995). Dorato argues that once spacetime points are understood not purely epistemically or semantically, but ontologically, we can place the weight of relativizing ontological qualifications about existence and non–existence onto them, thus not necessarily following the inference from relativity to eternalism. We thus end up with what Robin Le Poidevin has fittingly captured in a review of Dorato’s book as “relative realities” (Le Poidevin 1997).

Once again, I do not have space to defend the frame–relativisation of existence here, but it should be noted that Dorato–style spacepoint–relativisation has been rather unfortunately completely neglected by philosophers of religion discussing

*It is worth noting that Le Poidevin, in the end, rejects Dorato’s view.*
the ontological problem raised by Aquinas and Scotus, despite the fact that Dorato’s view offers several ways of squaring presentism in the temporal realm and eternalism in the eternal realm.

One way of doing this is the one I offer here, namely, by observing that Dorato’s view coheres perfectly with OIT. Recall that OIT implies that temporally extended objects or events depend partially on the human mind. This means that the existence of temporally extended objects is relative under two aspects; the first is that it is relative insofar as the objects depend for their non–synthesised non–temporal being on God, relatively to whose will, of course, everything exists, the second is that their temporal extension is relative insofar as it is indexed to a particular human mind which performs the synthesis of their non–temporally extended features at particular intervals (i.e., continuous sets of points) in spacetime. In the same way that the key question of presentism consists of asking “Does x exist [now]?” and of eternalism “At which part of the spacetime block does x exist?,” the frame–relativizing of existence leads us to ask “Whom does x exist for?” In the case of God, the answer is “yes” to everything, since He is the creative cause for every particular “x,” in the case of humans, the answer depends on the particular instance of the human mind performing the synthesis required for the existence of a given temporally extended object.

One can already begin to see how OIT makes it possible to be an eternalist and a presentist about reality, thus turning the dichotomy between Aquinas and Scotus into a false one: reality is divided into that bit that depends for its existence on the quasi–presentist mind instantiating temporal passage, and that bit which depends for its existence on the timeless God to whom all things are eternally present. The division of temporal and non–temporal aspects of created objects and the subsequent indexication of the former to temporal creatures and the latter to the eternal Creator allows one to have the presentist cake while eating the eternalist one too. First, on the temporal side, the presentist picture coheres with our immediate intuitions and experience about temporal passage, while the relativizing of these presents to individual human observers coheres conceptually with the special theory of relativity. Second, on the eternal side, the non–temporal eternally created being coheres perfectly with divine eternal creative knowledge of the world. One, therefore, does not need to abandon either presentism or the relativity of simultaneity (which seems, unlike in Aquinas’ day, unabandonable)—or indeed an eternal presence of things to eternity. Each ontology is simply relativised to a different realm.

Naturally, the questions about OIT and Dorato’s “relative realities” are orthogonal: the presentist is not committed to Dorato’s views. What I argue for here is that if one wishes to affirm that presentism is true for human minds and eternalism is true for God, then they need something like OIT—and that Dorato’s “relative realities” demonstrate how OIT can be connected to the strand of
discussions about relativity, eternalism, and eternity, which the presentist would need to incorporate. Although most medieval philosophers were presentists, post–Einstein we know that maybe they should not have been.

Before moving further, let us summarise the discussion so far. I have started by observing an incompatibility between temporal passage and the eternal presence of things to God. I then stipulated OIT, which allowed me to separate reality into two realms: the temporally extended and the timeless divinely-created esse. I then showed that OIT not only allows us to hold together temporal passage (though merely “in the head”) and eternal presence of things to God, but also—via Dorato’s relative realities—offers ways of incorporating ontological questions arising from the special theory of relativity.

7. Causation of Esse

Before turning to objections, it is worth observing that my view is deeply consonant with a recent repositioning of the picture of the dependence of things on God in analytic philosophy.

As far back as the 1990s, Brian Shanley, in an engagement with Stump and Kretzmann, observed that the dependence of things on God is one of the most overlooked facets of the God–time relation as it is articulated in analytic philosophy (see Shanley 1998b; 1998a; 1997). Too much emphasis on the talk of God “seeing things” merely perpetuates the picture of God as a detached “big viewer.” This picture, Shanley argues, not only illegitimately separates God’s creative action in the world and His knowledge of it,9 but also generates the type of problems raised by Scotus. When observing the analytic appropriations of Aquinas’ thought, one sees this implicit picture resurface again and again. Thus, for example, Craig argues that “God … does not experience events successively as past, present, and future, as we do; rather the whole time line, if you will, is stretched out before Him” (Craig 1985, 478)—implying that the relation of God to His creation is similar to that of our own experience of looking at external reality stretched out in space before us. This way of thinking about the God–world relation is also implicit in most of the analytic attempts at articulating divine timelessness (see for example Mellor 1986, 73–75; Padgett 2011, 120–23; Goris 2005, 106–8), especially those that conceive of the relation along the lines of different “frames of reference” (Leftow 1990, 390–93) in the case of Leftow and Stump & Kretzmann’s ET–Simultaneity (Stump and Kretzmann 1981). Leftow’s attempt at conceiving of God’s knowledge as “immediate,” i.e., as opposed to depending on time–lagging causal signals (Leftow 1991, 169) further perpetuates

9 Shanley: “There is no mental process whereby God first speculatively considers the various possibilities, … then practically decides to execute one plan … and finally contemplates the finished product.” (Shanley 1997, 217)
the picture of things existing independently that God must somehow find a way to know as best as He can.

Instead, Shanley argues for what he calls God’s “causal knowledge” (Shanley 1998a). God works in the temporal realm not purely as a formal and efficient cause; His primary causation is that of esse (Shanley 1998b, 104–5). “Scientia Dei est causa rerum.” (Shanley 1997, 205; Aquinas 2012, IaQ14a8; 1952, Q2a14). Instead of both the metaphor of the mountain–top and that of the circle and its circumference, a more appropriate model to think of the knowledge that the Creator has of the temporal realm, a model which overcomes the overly “representationalist” picture of divine knowledge (Shanley 1998a, 455), is the relationship between the artist and the knowledge they have of their work—a model used by Aquinas himself—with the important clarification that the artist merely knows the form of the artwork they create, but not its matter, since it only belongs to God to be the cause of matter (Aquinas 1980, 1:1:Id38Q1a3, ad 1).

This Shanley–type view of the dependence of things on God seems to be growing in popularity in recent analytic philosophy. Thus, for instance, Matthews Grant uses God’s universal causation of esse to develop a model of omniscience and libertarian freedom (Matthews Grant 2019) and a causal account of omniscience can also be found in Katherin Rogers (see Rogers 2007) or David Burrell (see Burrell 1993). This turn to esse is particularly important for motivating the philosopher of religion to find ways to defend OIT since OIT offers ways of connecting these strands of thinking about the God–time relation (by moving away from the “big viewer ” picture) to our immediate experience of temporal passage and discussions about ontologies entailed by physics.

Perhaps tentatively, I would also suggest that something akin to OIT (though, of course, not to idealism simpliciter) may be found in Aquinas himself. Due to Aquinas’ Aristotelian heritage, one finds a description of the relation between the perfecting of time in the mind, which is perfectly compatible with what has been argued for in the section above. Aquinas’ ontology utilises a distinction between three types of objects, which John Wippel categorises as follows:

One type enjoys complete and total being outside the mind; that is, independently from the mind’s consideration, … such as human beings or stones. A second type enjoys no reality in itself independently from the mind, for instance, dreams or chimeras. A third kind has a foundation in extramental reality, but depends upon the intellect’s operation for its complete realization. As illustrations Thomas cites universals and time. Each of these enjoys some foundation in extramental reality; but that which makes time to be time, or a universal to be universal, depends upon an intellectual operation. (Wippel 1989, 296)
A good example of this is the *Commentary on the Sentences*, where Aquinas provides more details on this third type of thing:

[These things] possess a foundation in a thing outside of the soul, but that which completes their definition from a formal point of view, is an operation of the soul, as we can see in the case of the universal. Humanity, [for example], is something in reality, but it is not there where it has a *ratio* of a universal, because there does not exist outside of the soul a humanity common to a plurality of individuals; but according to the way that it is received in the intellect, an intention is added to it by an operation of the intellect in virtue of which it is called a species; and the same is the case for time, which has a foundation in movement, namely that it is the before and after of movement, but as regards that which is formal concerning time, namely the fact of counting it, it is accomplished by an operation of the intellect which counts.\(^\text{10}\)

The view that time is somehow dependent on the human mind may seem to be contradicted by what Leftow observes about Aquinas’ writings in the *Commentary on Aristotle’s Physics*, where Aquinas argues that the passage of time has a foundation in extramental reality since it depends on the motion of the heavenly spheres, which exist independently of the human mind (Leftow 1990, 388). For instance, in §573, Aquinas says that time’s flow cannot be “consequent upon the motion of the soul” (Aquinas 1963, IV.17, §573). This seems to be contradicted by the quotation from above. The two texts, however, do not necessarily stand in tension, since in commenting on and following Aristotle, Aquinas distinguishes between *movement* and *time* (as the number of movement). That is why he, like Aristotle, distinguishes *movement* as being a part of mind–independent extramental reality and depending on substance, and *time* (as the number of “before and after”), which, although it depends on this very movement, requires the human mind for its completion. This distinction runs throughout §572–581 of the *Commentary*. To give just one example:

But when we take a before and after and number them, then we say that time passes. This is so because time is nothing else than the number of motion in respect to before and after. For we perceive time, as was said, when we number the before and after in motion. Therefore, it is clear that time is not motion, but is

\(^{10}\) "Quaedam autem sunt quae habent fundamentum in re extra animam, sed complementum rationis eorum quantum ad id quod est formale, est per operationem animae, ut patet in universali. Humanitas enim est aliquid in re, non tamen ibi habet rationem universalis, cum non sit extra animam aliqua humanitas multis communiis; sed secundum quod accipitur in intellectu, adjungitur ei per operationem intellectus intentio, secundum quam dicitur species: et similiter est de tempore, quod habet fundamentum in motu, scilicet prius et posterius ipsius motus; sed quantum ad id quod est formale in tempore, scilicet numeratio, completur per operationem intellectus numerantis." (Aquinas 1980, 1:Iid19Q5a1, my translation)
consequent upon motion insofar as it is numbered. Hence time is the number of motion. (Aquinas 1963, IV.1, §580)

These resemblances are, of course, not meant to suggest that OIT itself may be found in Aquinas. Rather, I want to point out that if one draws a continuum of views from time being completely mind-independent (and contemporary analytic philosophy of time is clearly committed to the claim that answers to questions regarding the nature of time must be mind-independent) to OIT, Aquinas would find himself closer to the OIT end of the spectrum. Any analytic Thomist wanting to squeeze Aquinas through the meshes of relativity theory would have to bear this in mind.

8. Objections

The first objection against my view runs as follows. If I have adopted a presentist framework in the temporal realm, where can we locate truth-makers that ground the truth of facts about the past? For instance, on the standard eternalist picture, the proposition “Napoleon died in 1821” is made true—amongst other things—by the person Napoleon and his death, both of which are said to exist in the spatiotemporal block simpliciter. It seems strange to have to ask whom these events exist for, presumably getting a different response in the case of Napoleon’s contemporaries and in the case of people living in the year 2100. There are three already available ways out of this conundrum, none of which is specific to my position, but one that the OIT idealist may conveniently employ. The first is to switch to something like a “local idealist growing-block” theory of time; our mental content in virtue of which we synthesise the eternally-created positions includes both our present and our past. The death of Napoleon is in my past (either in virtue of my having remembered it or in virtue of the existence of testimony which exists for me) and the event recounted by that event therefore also exists for me. The second solution is simply to use the already-available presentist framework for dealing with the truth-maker problem by locating the truth-makers in a particular given present (see for example Bigelow 1996). The third solution is to ground the truths in the atemporal realm. This by no means requires going for “ersatz” presentism (see Crisp 2007), since the inclusion of God in my theory of time comes with a pleasant bonus: the traditional Christian claim that all truths depend eternally on God for their being (see Schultz–Aldrich 2009; Wippel 1989; 1990; Wood 2013; van Beelaere 1903; Moravec forthcoming); the truth of the proposition “Napoleon died in 1821” is made true by God eternally creating such a state of affairs.

The second objection, related to the one from above, could be formulated as follows: How does my theory deal with sections of the spacetime block that are
not present to anyone? Do bits of evolutionary history or things that Martians will one day set up in a distant galaxy exist? Although this riposte looks coherent on the face of it, it receives its primary force from smuggling in the notion of absolute existence in time, which my account rejects. The question about Martians is not well-formulated and should instead be posited as follows: “Whom do bits of evolutionary history or things that Martians will one day set up in a distant galaxy exist for?” For us, the question regarding bits of evolutionary history can be dealt with using the response to the previous objection, i.e., by reiterating that the past (qua past simpliciter or qua memory) exists for us. For us, the question regarding Martians’ settlements is simply in the negative, although it may be positive for the Martians, should they have minds sophisticated enough to synthesise time. And finally, if both have been or will be created by God, they exist for Him; there is no “section of the spacetime block that is not present to anyone.” This also means that temporal extension does not exist before synthesising minds come into the picture—at the beginning of creation, all things are timelessly present to God, but temporal passage does not exist. But this is not as strange as it might initially seem—it is merely analogous to the claim that colours did not exist before the human eye (which processes rays of lights as colours) did. Individual “moments” existed present in the mind of God. But for these to be synthesised into temporal extension, human minds had to be created.

The third objection is the following: How can we explain the fact that the individual idealist temporal perspectives are all so well coordinated? For example, how is it that the temporal objects synthesised by my mind in this section of the spacetime block correspond so well to someone else’s and that they are both governed by the same laws of nature? It may be said that by inviting idealism into our ontology, we have also invited the related Berkeleyan problem about the objectivity of truth. Indeed, one of the advantages of stipulating an eternalist spacetime block in which everything exists simpliciter is that it provides an answer to the mutual co-ordinations of different perspectives on it; the block may not contain an objective present, a unique plane of simultaneity, a separation between past, present, and future etc., but it still has the same events in it, the same time-order (before–or–simultaneous–with is a relation transferrable from one pair of events to another), and its contents are governed by the same laws. We have lost this benefit by getting rid of the absolutely existing spacetime block as such. There are, fortunately, two ways to respond to this problem: The uninvited Berkeleyan guest can be removed using a Berkeleyan move; for Berkeley, the objectivity of truth is guaranteed by the role that God plays in his metaphysical system. The same is true in our case; we can make the theological move of appealing to divine benevolence to affirm that all the eternally created being is created by God such that it is coherently governed by perfectly coordinated laws of physics. The other option of responding to this is by evading
the question altogether by observing that the relativization proposed above merely concerns the existence of bits of the spacetime block, not its order, arrangement, and relations—the two are rather different questions. The laws of physics can still be coherent independently of the existence of the things they govern, in the same way that there can be a coherent seating order at a dinner party ensuring no two guests are sitting in two seats (or vice versa), regardless of whether anyone actually turns up.\textsuperscript{11}

The final objection may be stated as follows: If the nature of time depends partially on God and partially on humans, why can God not be responsible for the features of time that I have made humans responsible for? The answer here is that God is responsible for these features, albeit indirectly—God creates the human minds, which then synthesise moments of time. Here the analogy with colours, discussed above, is helpful once again. If the perception of colours is grounded in the properties of external objects and yet requires the human mind for the colours to be fully realized, what does it mean to say that God cannot create, for instance, a red object? I discussed a similar example in an earlier paper by appealing to Kripke’s example of the epistemological and ontological relations between “molecular motion,” “heat,” and “sensation of heat.” (Moravec forthcoming) Kripke asks, does God need to do anything additional in order for “molecular motion” to be “heat”? It seems that He does not: in the act of creating molecular motion, He creates heat. What He additionally needs to do is to arrange for “molecular motion” to be felt as “sensation of heat” by human beings. The situation here is rather similar. For God to create a particular object which exists in objective time, He merely needs to create whatever it is that may retrospectively be recognised by human beings as the four–dimensional space–time worm existing in the B–structure. However, for this to be a temporally extended object, He needs to create humans with a synthesising mind in order for them to recognise the object as such.\textsuperscript{12}

Conclusion

\textsuperscript{11} Another way of making this coherent is by adopting an absolutist perspective on time and temporalist perspective on God and going for what Mullins calls the “Identification” view of the God–time relation. On this view, which Mullins ascribes to Oresme, time is an attribute of God: God is the ontological source of moments and is responsible for their ordering and the direction of causation (Mullins forthcoming).

\textsuperscript{12} The position advocated here is one of “partial” co–operation in creating the effect: God provides the timeless esse, the human mind provides the temporal extension. Matthews Grant provides an analogy to show how both causes can contribute wholly to an effect: “Tolkien brought it about [in The Hobbit] that Smaug died by means of an arrow shot from Bard’s bow, but the dragon and the archer, the bow and the arrow, and everything else in the story are with the same immediacy dependent on Tolkien.” (Matthews Grant 2019, 38)
The foregoing discussion may be read in two different directions. I have started by stipulating OIT and showing how it can resolve the problem of incompatible ontologies in Aquinas and Scotus and that OIT in fact offers a way of incorporating discussions regarding relativity into the debate without sacrificing Aquinas’ commitment to temporal passage. The argument, however, may be read in reverse, namely, by pointing out that a commitment to relativity, divine timelessness, and temporal passage requires OIT as a missing piece of the puzzle to make the whole thing work. I am hoping this argument will further motivate the analytic philosopher of religion to get on the train of growing interest in idealism.13
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